
Going Ape for APE



Objectives

1. Ensure that all programs implement a robust APE process that 

promotes and documents ongoing program improvement and 

places them in good stead for eventual self-study

1a.  Appreciate the importance of meaningful APE Action Plans 

and follow-up to #1

1b. Articulate ACGME expectations regarding the Context of 

program improvement

1c. Walk away with some tools to do fabulous Aims, SWOTs and 

APEs!!!
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Formal, systematic evaluation of the curriculum at least annually

 The program must monitor and track each of the following areas:

 resident performance

 faculty development

 graduate performance including board pass rates

 program quality; and,

 Residents and faculty must have the opportunity to evaluate the program confidentially and in 
writing at least annually, and 

 The program must use the results of residents’ and faculty members’ assessments of the program 
together with other program evaluation results to improve the program.

 progress on the previous year’s action plan(s). (Core)

 The PEC must prepare a written plan of action to document initiatives to 

improve performance in one or more of the areas listed in section V.C.2., as 

well as delineate how they will be measured and monitored. 

 The action plan should be reviewed and approved by the teaching faculty 

and documented in meeting minutes. 



Common APE boo-boos

 APE Not Done

 Confidential faculty evaluation of program not done

 Action Plans not consistent with NAS annual review items ( Board 

pass rates, Resident surveys, Case #’s, Scholarly Activity, Citations, 

etc.)

 Action Plans don’t reflect work that is actually being done

 Action plans report steps/actions taken in the past

 Action Plans lack specific actions, measurable outcomes or 

timeline. (They are not SMART)

 APE lacks  follow-up on Action Plans from previous year
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New Area: Opportunities and Threats

 Factors and contexts external to the program (institutional, local, 

regional and national) that affect the program

Opportunities are external attractive factors that, if acted upon, will 

contribute to the program flourishing

 Threats include external factors that affect the program

While the program cannot fully control them, beneficial to have 

plans to mitigate their effects



Self-Study Tidbits and Takeaways….

 12-18 months between the self-study and the 10-year site visit

 Self-study without a concurrent site visit allows for an honest review of the 

program  

 time lag between self-study and 10-year visit allows programs to make 

improvements

 Programs need to make improvements (think PDSA) between Self-

Study and Site Visit

 Program asked to provide info ONLY on improvements that came from self-

study…no info collected on areas that have not been resolved.

 Info on areas for improvement is shared verbally during site visit – NOT SHARED  

WITH RRC





Self-Study Tidbits and Takeaways….

Good APEs
Good Self-

Study
Good Site 

Visit
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Self-Study Tidbits and Takeaways….

Good APEs
Good Self-

Study
Good Site 

Visit

DON’T WAIT UNTIL 2018….

Great APES, Aims and SWOTs  start Now!!



THANK YOU

QUESTIONS?

Comments?


